Dear friend,
It is very lovely here in Baghdad! The country is amazing, the learning is great
and everything looks very breathtaking! Let me tell you about Baghdad and
where I live.
Baghdad is very successful as there are many traders and markets in the
Country. It also has a mild climate, easy to defend position and its proximity to
both water and established trade routes. This makes Baghdad a great success.
Hence Baghdad is a wonderful, yet successful Country.
Baghdad is also a place where there is mostly Islam.
The golden age of Islam witnessed as a fundamental transformation in
agriculture know as the ‘Arab agriculture Revolution’. Muslim engineers use
water mill technology. They also make new methods for irrigation techniques.
Baghdad is an Islamic empire and following a Persian design, it was built in a
circle around 1km in diameter with the Mosque and guard headquarters in
the centre and the houses around the city walls. There are also around 1
million people living here.
The markets and shops around the Mosque contain many goods from many
places due to Baghdad's position on the Silk Road. Traders all across the world
sell their merchandise communication between east and west Baghdad.
Baghdad, at the heart of the route to the east, benefitted from this. Ideas are
also exchanged through this contact.
There is a lot of math and science here in Baghdad. Thus there is a huge
atmosphere of learning. There are great works of Philosophy and the Main
library called Bayt Al-Hikma, where all scientific and mathematical books are
stored can be read. Often, many books only have one copy. Libraries store them
so scholars could access them and get more knowledge. Hence Baghdad is a well
educated country. Baghdad is also advanced in medicine, science, astronomy,
philosophy and, mathematics.
That's all I wanted to say and I hope you come to visit someday!
Tahia

